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amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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lucazo
In Colombia it is something worth 1000 pesos.  I lend for that minimum value.  In Chile it is a joint or marijuana cigarette
of that price. 

luce
It is an inflection of look.  It means show, glistening, fulgurar, shine, exhibit, display, use, reveal, teach, use, shine.

lucentina
It means Lucena, a Spanish city of the Province of Córdoba, in the Autonomous Community of Andalusia.  Elisana.  The
gentile of a woman born in Lucena, can be lucentine or elisana. 

lucero
The name of a Mexican singer called Lucero loaf Leon, who is also a presenter and actress.  It is known as "The bride of
America".

lucia
The correct term is Lucia ( it is a proper name ).  It is a woman's name, of Latin origin and means " Which was born in
the light of the day ".  Saint Lucia is revered by Catholic, Orthodox and Lutheran churches.  His feast is on 13 December
in many countries of the world and is Patron Saint of the blind and the poor.

luciernaga
Firefly is incorrectly written and should be written as Firefly ( 41 tilde; he always carries.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Firefly.  Luminescent night insect.  Coleoptera insect belonging to the family Lampiridae.  Programa radial
colombiano of the Caracol chain, who just turned 25 years of emissions.  Characterized by mock everything that
happens and a half serious and half-jokingly informed and happy.  Indigenous, isondues.

luciferina
It means relative or related to lucifer, the devil or the devil.  Diabolical, demonic.  Type of phosphorescent light that
shines especially in the dark.  Luminescence, fluorescence, bioluminescence.  Natural light effect caused by oxidation of
luciferase.  Name of an Argentine horror film, directed by Gonzalo Calzada.

luciferino
It means relative to lucifer, the devil or the devil.  Demonic, diabolical.

lucilo
It is a male name of Latin origin and means the one who was born in the light of day.  It is a male variant of the female
names Lucia and Lucila.  Chain name of self-alert stores in the Dominican Republic ( Lucilo Domínguez ) .  It is also the
name of a stone funerary urn used to bury corpses of important people.  Lucillo .  Mortuary box made with stone
earthenware. 

lucina
Roman Goddess of Births and Childbirth.  Goddess of childbirth.  It was equivalent to Ilithia of the Greeks.  It was also a
nickname that the Greeks gave to Diana and Juno.  Name of an asteroid . 



lucina-
Name of a Roman goddess who protected women during childbirth and was the one who presided over the birth of
children.  Name of woman of Roman origin.  It means the one that helps to give birth, the one that protects during
childbirth.  Name of an asteroid ( 146 ) . 

lucioperca
It is the common name of a freshwater fish, whose scientific name is Sander luciperca and belonging to the family
Percidae.  It is a very voracious and invasive, species in Spain is therefore prohibited its introduction, transport or trade.

lucirse
In Colombia it means show, demonstrate, do note, see.  Also used many times to disapprove of an action of someone. 
Shine, shine.

lucífero
It means bearer of light, which gives light, which shines, which illuminates, which shines.  Name sometimes given to the
Planet Venus or Lucero del Alba.  Brilliance.  Lucilo, male name of Latin origin. 

lucrecia
Lucretia is a Latino woman's name and means "which is pure and brings out".

luctuoso
It means it produces a lot of sadness.  Funeral, gloomy, grim. 

lucubrar
It's the same as elucubating.  It means thinking, planning, warping, rambling, imagining. 

lucuma
It is the name of a tree in Chile and Argentina, which is also called chañar.  Its scientific name is Lucuma spinoza and
belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is also scientifically called Geoffroea decorticans by Moussy or Gourliea chilensis by
Clos (synimias).  It is frost resistant and has some medicinal uses.

lucws
lucws is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lights." being its meaning:<br>Obviously asked for lights ( another
error of fingering more ). Light is electromagnetic radiation that can be perceived by the human eye. Lightings,
luminescences. Lights can also be a turning point of looking, which means show. Costume of the bullfighters.

ludibrio
Ludibrio is a word of latin which means toy.  By extension it means stiff, immobile, dry, hard, rigid, tree, inanimate.

ludismo
It was a movement organized by English artisans between 1811 and 1816, which protested the use of machines, which
in their opinion would end their jobs.

ludmilla



Ludmila is a name of Slavic origin woman and means beloved by his people.

ludmilla-
Ludmila or Ludmilla is a woman's name of Slavic origin and means loved by her people.  It is also the name of an
asteroid (675).  Name of3 character of an Opera of the Russian composer Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka ( Ruslan and
Lyudmila ) 

ludopatía
It means unhealthy passion for gambling or betting.  Disease swarming in the casinos.

luengos
It means long.

lugar dr origen de la mapahuira
The Mapahuira is lard remaining in the bottom of the pailas condensed. The word is of quechua origin from map ( Dirty )
and Huirra ( Butter, fat ): dirty butter. The Mapahuira is a typical Ecuadorian dish with pork.

lugareño
Person of a region.  Creole, native, own, native.

lugol
In Chemistry is a way to call the dissolution of molecular iodine ( I2 ) and potassium iodide (KI) in distilled water.  It is
used as a disinfectant.  Surname of a French doctor, named Jean Guillaume Auguste Lugol, who studied tuberculosis a
lot.  

lugres
Plural of lugre .  In Nautical it is a type of boat.  Small boat, with two or three sticks, used mainly in the English Channel. 
Sailing class. 

luidas
Delete ( obligations to someone or something may be economic or censorship ). It comes from the latin luere ( unleash
). Also used as a synonym for rub, rub, scratch, rub.   ( In this second case it comes from the latin ludere ( which means
touch, play ).

luigi
It is a male name in Italian language.  It is equivalent to Luis en Español .  Luis in turn, is variant of Ludovico, who is of
German origin and means famous warrior.  Among the Nintendo characters, he is the younger brother of Mario Bross.

luigino
Brand of skates of Italian origin.  Diminutive of Luigi or Luiggi (meaning Luis) that is Luisito .  It is also a brand of boots
or footwear used in skating.  Name of sporting goods warehouses . 

luir
It means rubbing, rubbing, wearing, raer, sanding.  It is also possible to use luyir .



luisa
Luisa is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Luisa; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a name of
Germanic origin woman and means famous fighter.  Feminine variant of the name of male Luis or Ludovico ( Warrior
famous ).  In Colombia it tells luisa to a breast, chest or teta.

luisón
Luison or Huicho, is a mythological from the Paraguay, equivalent to the werewolf character. Luison is the seventh and
last child of Tau and Kerana, upon him fell the greatest curse that weighed on their parents. Its only name terrifies. This
being creepy is located at the crossroads of the roads of life and death. As you can exornar the bore in their gait, it is the
most feared and hated of the damned spawn Monster.

lujuriosos
Plural of lustful.  It is the term with which they designate people who are prone to lust.  People who keep the way to
rampant and uncontrollable sexual desire.  Addicted to sexual pleasures.  Lewd, lividinosos.

lukum
It is also called Lokum It is the name of a sweet Turkish gastronomy.  it is made with honey and flour.  It's soft
consistency.  Sweet rubber.  The word is of Arabic origin and means bite. 

lule
Colombia is the second name of one of the wealthiest people in the country.  Last name Santander in Colombia.  It is an
indigenous ethnic group camping in Santiago de Estero Argentina, family of the Warpes or Huarpes.  Formerly existed in
Paraguay and Bolivia where they were displaced.

lulo
In Colombia is synonymous with beautiful, excellent, beautiful, spectacular, linda, intractable, excellent.  Fruit of the
shrub Solanum quitoense, of the family Solanaceae.  Also receives other common names such as: Orange, grapefruit,
Nuquí, Bolombo, Toronjilla.

lumbrado
lumbrado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Lighting" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is lighting. It
can mean drunk or illuminated. It is also the name of the public service that uses lights during nighttime hours. Public
lighting: Lighting system illuminating public spaces. In the 16th century there was also a Spanish religious movement.

lumbrera
In Colombia it is synonymous with intelligent, very prepared, of many knowledge.

lumbreras
In Colombia we say luminaries to people who are very intelligent, genius.  Talented, eminent.

lumen
In physics is the unit of measurement of the luminous flux.  Unit for measuring the brightness of a light source.  Its
abbreviation is lm.  Measures of light intensity or luminous power unit.  Lux is the brightness of one lumen per square
meter.



lumia
It can mean in some parts of Spain Prostitute.  It also means gossipy, wise in Cantabria (referring to a woman), In
reference to a girl means funny, savvy. 

lumiaco
it's another way to call a slug-like mollusk or snail.  Limaco, babaza . 

luminaria
In Colombia we say light fixtures to lighting bulbs.

luminarias
In Colombia we say luminaires to lamps or light bulbs of public lighting.  We also say luminaires to people of much
knowledge or knowledge.  People who excel or shine in a community.  Wise.

lumio
It is a digital learning tool that although it is very flexible is very participatory and is based on catching the attention of
students, making classes very paricipative.  Digital Education Software, created by Smart.  The word can also mean
prostitute. 

lumínica
It means relative to light, related to light.  It originates in light.

lumod
It is the name of a German company specialized in design.

lumpenproletariado
It refers on a discriminatory basis a population very helpless and devoid completely of resources.  Scum of society. 
These are bad called disposable.

lumu
It is the name of a company that supplies technology in Cybersecurity.

luna
It's a woman's name of Latino origin.  It means beautiful and glowing as the Moon.  Name of several locations in Spain
and the Philippines.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Inner courtyard of the Spanish Renaissance
palaces.  Mirror that by its size allows to see complete the body of a person.  Glass or mirror sheet.  Name of Earth's
natural satellite.  By extension each of the natural satellites of any planet.  Name of a song and the daughter of
Colombian singer Juanes.  Name of a Spanish river in the Province of Aragon .  Name of several fictional characters
(Marvel comics , Planet survival , Sailor moon).

luna de sangre
It is the same as Red Crescent.  Moon's reddish tones during an eclipse.

lunar



It means relative to the moon, which relates to the moon.  It is also the name of a dark spot that is observed on the skin. 
freckle. 

lunarejo
In Colombia it is the name given to a person who has many moles, especially on the face. 

lunaria
In botany it is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Brassicaceae, They are popularly known as Pope's
coin.  The type plants have the scientific names Lunaria annua (annual) and Lunaria rediviva (perennial).  1067 asteroid
is named after a single asteroid.  It was initially named 1926 RG by astronomers. 

lunch
It is an English language term.  which means lunch.  Food that is taken to the tranajo.  In Spanish lonch and lonche are
also used with the same meaning. 

lundia
It means that it comes from Lund (city of Sweden).  It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Bignoniaceae.  They
are mostly shrubs.  It is also the name of an asteroid.

luneta meridiana
Party central and close to the tables or stage in a theater.  The bezel, along with the stage, the stage and the stalls are
the parts of a theatre.

lunfa
It means jargon, germania, populace, common people.  Vulgar and ordinary language.  Populace.  It is also synonymous
with thug, ruffian thief, shoplifter, rogue.

lungo
Thin and tall person, long, lanky.   Tall and thin. 

luniega
Castilian name of those born in the Comarca Luna in León, Spain (in Leonese tsuniega).  Relative to the Moon . 
Relative to the Region of Luna.  Tranquility of the Moon .  It is used to differentiate from the term lunatic which means
crazy, influenced by the Moon.  Name of a renowned restaurant in León. 

lunita
Moon diminutive.  Name of a character from comic strips; she was Dick Tracy's daughter-in-law, for being the wife of his
son Junior.  She was a beautiful girl, very white, very big eyes and had some meat horns on her head, plus she had
many special powers.  Lunita was extraterrestrial (she was a Selenite).

luperca
It is according to Roman mythology the name of the she-wolf who loved Romulus and Remus, the twins who were
separated from Rhea Silvia and who founded Rome. 



lupulera
Relative to hops.  It can mean brewery (which produces, sells or consumes beer). 

lupulero
Person who grows hops.  By extension, person who drinks a lot of beer. 

lupuna
It is one of the common names given in Peru to a very large tree.  It is common in warm areas of Central America, the
Caribbean and South America.  In Colombia we know it as ceibo, ceiba, bongo, bonga or ceiba bonga.  In Bolivia it is
called mapajo .  In English it is called kapok.  Its scientific name is Ceiba pentandra (in Colombia it is also used Bombax
mompoxense which means ceiba or bonga of Mompox). 

luquear
In Colombia it means getting money through work, getting lucas (silver, money), by performing a job or trade.  It is also
said to luquearse . 

luquete
It is the name given to the slice of lemon or orange that is added to the wine to give it flavor.  Tasmbién is the slice of
lemon that is placed on the edges of a liquor glass.  Large sulfur match. 

lurex
It is a registered trademark of a metal-looking yarn.  Thread coated with aluminum, silver or gold.  Textile made with that
same fiber.  Artistic surname used by Freddie Mercury, who also used the stage name Larry Lurex. 

lurgo
Lurgo, is a surname of Italian origin. 

lurio
It means crazy, crazy, crazy. 

lurkear
Lurker is incorrectly written and should be written as "Luquiar, or lukear." being its meaning:<br>The term luquiar or
lukear, is used in Colombia. In the street language it means money ( get lucas ). A luca are 1,000 pesos. The term is
indifferent to the shape as you get, either working honestly or committing a crime ( usually a theft ).

lusa
It means that it belongs to the Portuguese people, a pre-Roman people who inhabited the Iberian Peninsula.  Form of
gentilicio for those born in Portugal.  Lusitana , Portuguese . 

luscinia
Luscinia is the name of a genus of songbirds that belongs the Nightingale, whose scientific name is Luscinia
megarhynchos and belongs to the family Muscicapidae.

luscofusco



It is the name of a sweet in Galicia.

lusero
The correct term is lucero with c .  It means star, morning star.  Name of the planet Venus (Lucero del Alba).  Black
horse with white spot on the forehead.  Name of a Bogota neighborhood.  Illuminated, many lights.  It is a name of
woman of Latin origin and means enlightened.

lusitania
Name of ancient Roman Province located to the east of the Iberian Peninsula, which is currently Portugal a part of
Spain.  Land of the Portuguese.  English passenger ship name.  Its sinking caused the United States to enter the
Promera World War.  Name of Seaplane that made crossing of the South Atlantic.  Name of a regiment of the Spanish
army. 

lusitano
It means Portuguese or Portuguese.  That he is a native of Lusitania or Portugal.  Portuguese. 

luso
It means that it belonged to the Lusitanian people.  From the Portuguese village, a pre-Roman village of the Lusitania. 
Form of gentilicio for those born in Portugal. 

lustrabotas
In Colombia it is the same as a bagger.  It is the person who has by trade to shine the shoes of his clients.  He usually
works on the street or in a park. 

lustre
Means notoriety, bright, glory, splendor, recognition.  It is an inflection of Polish.  It means glow, polichar, give splendor.

lustrina
It is the same as bitumen, luster, shine or grease that is used to shine the leather of the footwear.

lustro
It means five years period of time which is equivalent to 5 years.  In Colombia inflection of Polish.  It means glow, icing,
polichar footwear.

luteinas
They are chemical substances for industrial use.  They used to give yellow colouring foodstuffs.  they belong to the
Group of chemicals called xanthophylls.  Naturally they found in plants, algae, photosynthetic bacteria and the egg yolk.

lutetia
It's a Latin name meaning Lutecia.  Translates clay place, place where clay abounds, .  It is the Latin name for a
Pre-Roman Gallic settlement on the Isle of the Seine, which currently corresponds to central Paris.  Name of an
asteroid. 

luting



It is a word in the English language meaning cementing (cementing). 

luto
Black or dark clothing, to attend a funeral ceremony.  Demonstrations of grief or sorrow expressed in the costumes and
behavior by the relatives and friends of the deceased.  Time in which this type of events is preserved.  Affliction, duel,
grief, pain and sadness.

luva o luba
luva or luba is incorrectly written and it should be written as Luva being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Luva.  It is a
word of Portuguese and Galician language meaning glove.  The phoneme luba in Estonian means permit.

luvita
Belonging to a people of Asia Minor (Anatolia), bronze age and Iron Age.  Language spoken by that same people. 

lux
It is a unit of measurement of the intensity of lighting.  Its symbol is lx.  Used in photometry.  It is also the international
abbreviation for Luxembourg.  It is a surname in Argentina.  Apocope of greatness Crowguard.

lux kola
Name of a sugary drink that was eaten in Colombia many years ago.  It was acquired by the firm Postobón. 

luxar
It means dislocating, twisting, disengaging (referring to a bone that loses its natural position).  Dislocate. 

luxemburgués
It is the name of those born in Luxembourg, referring either to the European country (Grand Duchy of Luxembourg) or to
the city, capital of the same country.  Similarly, Luxembourgish, is also the language spoken in Luxembourg and it is a
West German language spoken by around 350. 000 people .  Concerning Luxembourg . 

luxurización
It's the process of turning an ordinary thing into a luxury object.  Tendency to turn into something luxurious something
that is not.  Make it look of apparent luxury or to be very exclusive. 

luyir
It means sanding, rubbing, rubbing, polishing, wearing, grating.  You can also use luir. 

luyir o lullir
These are two terms of lunfardo language or jargon in Argentina.  It means spending, deteriorating, landscaping, raer,
damaging. 

luzma
In Colombia is a way loving and family call Luz Marina.  Apocope of Luz Marina.  In Chile it means stupid and ugly
woman.



luzonita
Relative or a native of the island of Luzon, in the Philippines.  It also tells them Luzones.  A town in Spain, in the
province of Guadalajara, Castile - La Mancha, is says the natives of Luzon Luzoneros.

lúgubre
It means opaque, dark, gloomy, melancholic.  Also related to death.  That depresses. 

lúnula
It is a derived and derogatory word of moon.  It resembles a moon or a crescent.  It looks like a moon, or it looks like the
moon.  It can be considered as a kind of amulet that appears to be a moon or a crescent. 

lwiindi
It is a feast of Thanksgiving in Zambia.  Also the name of a music festival in the region, in Gonde and it is customary for
the Tonga people.

lya
Lya is incorrectly written and should be written as "Lía, Lya." being its meaning:<br>It is a name of Hebrew, Biblical
origin.  Means the worker.  Variant Lia.  It is also a diminutive relative of Rosalia.  This name is widely used in Germany,
France and the Nordic countries.

lycra
Lycra is a synthetic fiber with trademark name.  It is the name of a man-made, or synthetic fiber used to make fabrics. 
Lycra.  It is a fiber industry, elastic and deformable, widely used for the manufacture of sportswear.  It is also called
spandex.

lydia
It means great traveler who comes from Asia Minor (from the Kingdom of Lydia).  It is a woman's name of Latin origin. 
Variant Lidia .  Stage name of Spanish singer, whose real name is Lydia Rodríguez Fernández. 

lydina
It means in honor of Lydia, which belongs to Lydia or is related to Lydia.  Name of an asteroid (1028), which was named
after the discoverer's wife, named Lydia Ilinichna Albitskaya and her husband was Vladimir Alexandrovich Albitsky.  In
Entomology it is the name of a genus of flies belonging to the family Tachinidae.  There are about 7 species of large and
black flies. 

lynchiana
It means very crazy, unhinged, which does not admit explanation.  It is an adjective from the world of cinema and refers
to the characteristics of the films of David Keith Lynch. 

lynchiano
It means relative to Lynch, done or elaborated as Lynch does.  According to Lynch.  He usually refers to filmmaker
David Lynch.  It is characterized by mixing the real and the fictional or dreamy.  It can mean crazy, crazy, out of the real. 
Sometimes it's hard to understand. 

maar



In geology it is a way of technically calling a wide and low volcanic crater, which is usually filled with water forming a lake
or a lagoon.  It is produced by a phreatic-magmatic eruption, that is, an explosion caused by groundwater coming into
contact with lava or magma. 

maas
It is a modern and revolutionary transport system that is being experienced in Finland and tends to be global.  It is
mobility as a service (MaaS).

maasym
It is also called Masym.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Hercules.  The word of Arabic origin, means doll (part
of the arm).  This star is also called Landa Herculis, Landa Her or 76 Herculis.  Previously it was also called or Herculis. 

mabe
It is the name of a multinational that produces appliances and is based in Mexico.  In its beginnings it only produced
cabinets and metal recessed furniture for kitchens.

mabinga
In Mexico and other Central American countries means manure, excrement, shit.  It is also used to designate tobacco
leaves discarded for their poor quality.

mable
It is a Honduranism.  It means crystal ball, marble, mara.  You can also say maule, with the same meaning. 

maca
It is unn apocope of Macarena, feminine name.  Maca is the name of a plant of the family Brassicaceae, scientific name
Lepidium meyenii.  It is native to the Peruvian Andes.  other names such as: maca-maca, maino, ayak chichira, ayak
willku.  It has medicinal and nutritional properties.

maca maca
Maca is the name of a plant in the family Brassicaceae, scientifically named Lepidium meyenii.  It is native to the
Peruvian Andes.  receives other names such as: maca , maino , ayak chichira , ayak willku .  It has nutritional and
medicinal properties. 

macabijo
It is one of the names of fish, known as the fish of the tides, malacho or bonefish, sort of the only family, Bonefishes. 
Live in all seas, very near the coast and its scientific name is Albula vulpes.  It is of economic importance.

macabí
The correct term is Maccabi.  It is a town in Cuba, Banes municipality in the province of Holguín.  It is the name of some
islands in the Peru.  It is also the name of a fish of the family Bonefishes, also called macabijos or fish bone.

macabo
It is one of the many names that receives a plant of edible tubers.  In Colombia we call it hoop, bore, ocumo, mafafa or
malanga.  It is also known as chameleon, chonque, mangarete, mangarito, mangarás-mirim, mangarás, elephant ear,
quequesque, quequesque, scraper, taioba, yaro, tiquisque, picosa.  Its scientific name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium and



belongs to the family Araceae.

macachines
A small garden plants are the majority of yellow flowers. They belong to the genus Oxalis family Oxalidaceae. There are
about 800 species and spread very easily. Also say them Kulle or Vinagrillo.El correct term can be also is matachines.
They are allegorical characters of the popular festivities in Colombia that are characterized by dressing up, usually from
Devils or monsters with very striking masks.

macaco
In Colombia we call a class of amio or primate macaco.  Mico , monkey, amio.  The macaque is an ape belonging to the
cercopithecidae family (Old World Apes).  Amio of the genus Macaca .  The term macaque is widely used in Mexico in a
pejorative way to insult someone of a black race.  In Colombia he is also macaque is a person disguised during the
village festivities.  Matachín.  Ugly.  childish character with which it scares children.

macadamia
It is the name of a walnut, produced by a shrub.  It is also the name of a genus of plants that belongs to the family
Protaceae.  There are 5 recognized species.  In Australia it is named kindal kindal and jindilli .  In our middle is shrub nut
or maroochi nut (maruchi).  The genus has this name because it was dedicated to Australian physician Marc Adamiam. 
It has a high nutritional value.

macaguán
Also called Macaguane, Macahuane, Hitnü, Jitnu or Macahuán.  It is one of the names given to an indigenous village in
the Department of Arauca in Colombia.  They are located on the banks of the Ele River, in the municipalities of Arauca,
Arauquita, Fortul and Puerto Rondón.  Language spoken by this same people.  Language of the Guahibana family. 

macaisa
Macaisa is the name of a tree also known as zumaque, malhuele, fake zumaque or zumaque of Japan.  Its scientific
name is Ailanthus altissima and belongs to the family Simaroubaceae .  In Colombia there is also a name of
Cartagenero Macaiza .  Last name of a famous Colombian Otolaryngologist working in Pereira .  His name is Henry
Macayza.

macana
In Colombia it is a thick and very hard wood club.  It was used by the Indians as a weapon of war.  In Colombia it is also
a type of palm that is used to make rods for ornamentation and crafts.  Its scientific name is Wettinia kalbreyeri of the
family Arecaceae.  It is currently a banned species.  La palma macana is only found in cold climates in Colombia and
Ecuador.

macaneado
Made of Mace. The macana in Colombia, is a Palm tree that is very hard ( Its scientific name is Astrocaryum
gynacanthum ) Also referred to as the Chonta Palm. Carved and hewn can provide multiple objects and different
applications. Obviously everything is made with Palm macana is macaneado. Made of Mace. Hard, tough and strong.
The Mace can be made ropes to machetes, knives, sticks, cups, etc.

macaneo
It means fight, quarrel, brawl.  Give blows with macana. 



macanero
In Chile and Argentina person who makes jokes, prankster.  A person who talks nonsense or nonsense.  In Colombia
craftsman who works with palma macana .  defending or fighting with a macana or club.

macanilla
Diminutive of Macana.  Name of a town in Venezuela, which belongs to the State of Apure.  Name of a beach or spa in
that same region.  It is also one of the common names of a palm tree that is used in weaving and basketry.  In Colombia
we call it chambira.  It is also called corozo, abanico, albanico, jauari and tucum.  Its scientific name is Astrocaryum
jauari and it belongs to the Artecaceae family. 

macano
In Central America, the Caribbean and Colombia is one of the common names of a tree of the Fabaceae family, it is also
known as guachipelín or cacique.  Its scientific name is American Diphysa.

macanuda
It means wonderful, extraordinary, phenomenal.  It is a term used in Argentina and Colombia. 

macanudo
In several South American countries, including Colombia, it means great, magnificent, extraordinary, excellent, great,
very good.

macao
It is the name of a South-East Asian Special Autonomous Region, administered by China.

macaranga
Macaranga is one of the common names of a b tree also the name of a botanical genus of trees of the family
Euphorbiaceae.  Its scientific name is Macaranga tanarius.  They are pioneering trees in colonization zones.  they are
also called sunshade.  Heart of David or leaves of heart.  It is found in Southeast Asia and Australia.

macarela
It is one of the common names of a fish that also receives the names of xarda or mackerel, is very similar to the
mackerel.  Its scientific name is Scomber scombrus and belongs to the family Scombridae.  It is located in the Atlantic
Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea.

macarena
Cheerful song which became very popular by the Spanish group Los del Rio.  Name of woman of Spanish origin and is
dedicated to the Virgin Mary.  In Colombia is the name of a company (fleet Macarena).  It is the name of a beautiful
mountain range in the Eastern Colombian, a Natural Reserve of the biosphere, where you will find the most beautiful
River in the world: El Caño Cristales.  Relic of the Guyana shield (in geology).

macareno
It means that it is native to La Macarena, a neighborhood of Seville (and also of Bogota).  It means beautiful, beautiful,
handsome, attractive, nice, baladrón.  It is also the name of a color (macaronine oak) it is a light wood tone, a light
brown and somewhat jaspered. 



macareo
Strong and untimely swell that occurs at the mouth of some rivers. 

macaribo
In North America it is one of the names that receives a reindeer class.  It is also known as caribou, rangifero or
rengiferous.  Its scientific name is Rangifer tarandus of the Cervidae family.

macario
It is a name of male of Greek origin that means lucky, cheerful, happy, blessed.  In Greek the name is Makarios.  Name
of several ( 3 ) Archbishops and Primates of the Cypriot Orthodox Church . 

macarra
Vulgar and very tasted person.  Person exploiting a prostitute, pimp.  Pimp. 

macarricidio
It's the same thing that lenocide.  It means murder of a pimp, macicker or pimp.  Death given to a person who traffics in
women and prostitutes them.  Murder of a mace, pimp or pimp.   ( Do not confuse with lenocinio which means pimping,
tolerating, being complicit, cover-up.  For this reason a dating house or dedicated to prostitution, is called a house of
lenocinia or tolerance).

macarrón
It's a type of tube-shaped paste.  Pasta made from elongated and hollowed-out wheat flour. 

macán
It is a wine which brings together under a same tag the prestigious Spanish Vega Sicilia Winery with the French group
Benjamin Rothschild.  Spanish wine brand.  They macan, it is also the name of the new model of SUV car of the
Porsche brand, which has been manufacturing since 4 years ago.

macchietta
It is a word of Italian origin.  It means small spot or stain.  It was a kind of play, very short comedy, which was presented
as musical and comic monologues.  They were very popular in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  They
performed mostly in cafes. 

macedonia
Name of a region located in northern Greece.  It is clarified that there is currently in nearby territory a country called
North Macedonia and that its capital is Skopje.  It belongs to the Balkans.  It is also used as a woman's name and
means that she is a native of that area.  The term as such can mean land of high mountains, high place or men of great
stature (referring to its inhabitants).  It can also mean land of the Macedonians that was a tribe settled in that region. 

macehualtin
Middle-class people in ancient Aztec society.  They were located between the nobles and the sclabs, as they were
tarbajadores, paying taxes and military service.  Soldiers, warriors.  The word is of Nahuatl origin, plural of Macehualli.  It
can mean village, villagers, inhabitants. 

macehualtiny



It means members of the middle class, settlers, commoner inhabitants, of the old Mixtec society.  They paid taxes and
had relative freedom.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and comes from macehualli and macehualtín. 

macerador
It is an implement that is used to macerate, crush or crush.  In Colombia it is also called mortar, maja or maneta.  It can
be made of various materials (ceramics, wood, stone, etc.  )  . 

maceta
Colombia is a mallet or very large hammer, hammer of two flat heads used with the chisel.  Also in Colombia is a pot
where plants are grown.

macetohuerto
It is a type of city garden, which is made with pots and on terraces or internal courtyards of houses within a city. 

mach
Last name of physicist and philosopher of austric nationality, named Ernest Mach.   Brno of the Czech Republic was
born in Chrlice, today.  He studied sound waves and fluid mechanics.  Unit for measuring the speed of airplanes,
equivalent to the atmospheric speed of sound (340 meters per second, 1225 km / h).  Sonic.

macha
In Colombia, very strong woman.  Brave, risky, reckless woman.  Kind of rubber boot used by children in winter.  It was
also another name by which the Celtic goddess of death or ghosts was called, which was also called Morrigan, Anu or
Anand. 

machaca
Crushing inflection, which means crushing, macerating, grinding, pulverizing.  crush.  In Colombia it also means
reiterating, insisting, stubbornness, repeating.  Popular name of an insect also known as peanut head,
chicharra-machacuy, flying viper, cuckoo viper, alligator butterfly or cocoposa.  Its scientific name is Fulgora laternaria
and it belongs to the order Hemiptera, Family Fulgoridae. 

machada
Own work of a male, a hero, a brave, virile.  Bravuconada.

machangara
machangara is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Machángara." being its meaning:<br>Machangara is the
name of a river flowing through Cuenca in Ecuador.machangara also is the name of the airport of Popayán in Colombia.
In quechua language means nest of Hawk or Falcon nest.

macharran
The correct term is macharran, with tilde.  It means man of repellent or bestial appearance.  Very aggressive man,
especially with women.  Macho.

machatear
machatear is incorrectly written, and should be written as machete.  being its meaning:<br>The term proper is machete. 
In Colombia we use the term machete to indicate an action which uses the machete.  It may be to bring the weed or



stubble.  Chop the wood with a machete.  50 years ago in the horrible time of violence, it was kill or kill with machetes. 
Used to knock down stubble synonym of guachapear.

machera
In Colombia, it is a very cachaco term (bogotano), means amazing, plausible, of great importance or value, pleasant. 
Relevant.

macheria
smelting is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 cores; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Smelting is the
activity to develop or manufacture tap into sand molds. The male thread is a tool that is used to make internal threads in
a piece of metallic material where you want to insert a screw. They are usually parts of aluminium. Bit.

machería
It is a branch of the metalworking industry dedicated to Assembly and casting of aluminium parts in manual cast
aluminum sand casting. These already elaborate pieces are intended to be joined with others to form various structures.
Rivets, remacheria.

machetazo
Machete augmentative .  Large machete, machetote, macheto.  It can also be hit with a machete or cutting wound,
caused by a machete.  Colloquially it is something that is done very quickly, to get out of a hurry.  Something that is
done quickly and without measuring consequences.  Temporary and improvised solution to an obstacle.  Ingenious
temporary arrangement. 

machete
In Colombia and Venezuela it is the name of a field tool, similar to a very large knife.  It is usually about 20 inches and
has edge only on one side.  It is used to cut shrubs, weeds and branches.  In Cuba it is called mocha, in Central
America guarizama, tunco, cuma or corvo.  In Colombia it is also told in some parts charapo or rula.  Also in Colombia it
is the name of a herbicide and matamalezas, whose active ingredient is Glyphosate.  Also in some parts of Colombia is
a kind of written trap that students used to improve their test scores.  Chiva, torch, cupcake.

machetero
In Colombia machetero is the worker who uses the machete to knock down the undergrowth.  Also in Colombia we call
machetero a person who performs his work in a careless way and without worrying about doing it well.  Neglected.

machetilla
In Colombia it is diminutive and feminine machete.  Peinilla.  Small machete that serves to remove weeds.  It is also
used to fight, make fencing montages or exhibition dances of the macheteros.

machiguis
It means to manipulate, to do with the hand.  It is also the name given to the juagadura of the artesas or bateas where
arepas or tortillas are made.  Water resulting from the washing of the tortilleras. 

machika
It is the name of the new or last song of J.  Balvin, Jeon, Anitta.



machilo
It is one of the common names that a bird receives in the Chaco region.  It is from the family Cucullidae and is also
called guira, pyririte, pyrincho, cuckoo or serere.  His scientific name is Guira guira.

machin
The most indicated term is machín, with tilde.  In Colombia it is the name of an active volcano in recess, but very
dangerous for its explosive eruptions of pyroclasts.  It is located between Ibagué and Cajamarca, in the Department of
Tolima.  It is also the name that receives a pendular element used for oil extraction.  In Colombia colloquially means
currency, silver, money.  Name of a Colombian tropical song.  It's also a way to call an ape, primate, monkey or monkey.
 For many it is also a way to call Cupid, the God of Love.  Boyfriend, husband, male.

machina
It is a latin word that means machine, appliance, artifice.

machine gunner
It's an English expression that means gunner, submachine.

machirulo
It refers to a woman with the appearance of man. Tomboy. Woman acting as a man: as for example Doña Bárbara.
Tomboy female. It became popular recently by a policy of Spain ( Irene Montero, for it means macho and cool ). If we
look at the shape of the word, should mean the opposite, i.e. man who acts as a woman. Male laying rollers.     Little
men effeminate male.

machista
Person who promotes or practices machismo.  Person who ponders what men do or say and on the contrary, despises
or ignores what is done by women.  Society where males prevail over females. 

machín
Man who has pretensions of male, rooster or man, without being so.  Name of a volcanic hill in Colombia.  Name of a
seemingly dormant stratovolcano in Colombia.  Stage name of a Spanish Cuban singer of boleros, also known as
Antonio Machín.  His full name was Antonio Abad Lugo Machín.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name in
Cuba .  The name given in the oil industry to a mechanical surface infrastructure that is used to lift crude oil in wells that
do not have enough pressure to lift it.  It is also called guanaco, rod pump, stork, pumping unit or beam pump.  In
Zoology it is another way of calling the white-faced monkey, cappuccino, tank or corn monkey.  Its scientific name is
Cebus capucinus.  It belongs to the family Cebidae. 

macho
Male.  Strong man.  Colombia is a horses resulting cross a donkey and a horse, but male.  The female is called a mule.

macho ibérico
It is a human stereotype that is given to Spanish men in general and is characterized by being a man of short stature,
brunette, hairy and womanizing.  It is the product of the Spanish film proposal, led by Alfredo Landa.

machote
Increasing male, meaning manly, virile, reluctant man.  It can also mean receipt or invoice, proof of payment.  It can also
mean in Colombia eraser, freehand drawing, sketch, plane. 



machómetro
It is a hypothetical form of ranking among the most virile, authoritarian or sexist of a community.

machu picchu
In Quechua language it means Monte Viejo or Old Mountain.  Name of a Peruvian archaeological site, declared
historical heritage of humanity.  Name of a Peruvian city, also called Aguas Calientes, in the Province of Urubamba. 
Name of a mountain in the Peruvian Andes, which is part of the Salcantay massif, in Cuzco, Peru.  Name given to an
asteroid 8277.  It was initially designated 1991 GV8 by astronomers.  Name of a song by Camilo and Evaluna Montaner.
 Name of Peruvian Scientific Base of Antarctica. 

machucante
In Colombia and Ecuador it means lover, person who has sex in a sneaky way.  It is also called alligator. 

machucon
The correct term is bruise (with accent).  Mean crushing a limb or any of his fingers with something heavy.  Contusion or
bruise caused by a sharp blow.  Baseball slang is a hit that is not well done, toquito, little forceful slam.

machurro no machorro, es un árbol
In some parts of Colombia and Venezuela will say machurro and up to machorro, to papaya male usually not giving
fruits or or if you have hermaphrodite flowers, resulting in elongated fruit and most of times of low quality.  Male papaya. 
Milky.

macilento
In Colombia, you want to tell Gaunt, skinny, wiry, esmirriado, pale, colorless, weak, cadaveric, sad, sickly.

macilentos
It means skinny, bony, meat-poor, skeletal, cadaspheric.  Plural of macilento .  It also means pale, emaciated, starving,
malnourished. 

macisto
He was a minor character in Greek mythology.  He was the son of a king of Thebes, named Athamante, and his wife
Nephele.  He had two brothers named Phryxos and Elli or Helen. 

macizo
Colombia says le massif to the geographical region where several mountain ranges converge.  Strong and rugged
terrain area.  It means dense, compact, resistant, dense, solid, consistent, strong, hard, tight.

macizorro
It means attractive, which attracts, which can attract.  That provokes interest, that is interesting or pleasant because of
your physical presence or because of your personality.  In Colombia it also means corpulent, of great physique. 

macla
It is a term used in Geology and Crystallography.  It refers to the association of two or more twin crystals and of very
similar crystal structure.  They are oriented symmetrically with respect to a plane or an axis. 



maclado
It means associated and symmetric structure.  In Geology and Crystallography it refers to a crystalline mineral in which
there is an association of two or more very similar crystals. 

maco
It's a type of amphibian from the Dominican Republic.  Maco or Mako is a kind of shark known as a short fin or common
mako.  Maco is also the name of two localities, one in the province of Valle de Compostela (Philippines) and another in
the province of Santiago del Estero (Argentina).  Language spoken in the Colombian Orinoquía, belonging to the Sáliba
family.

macoca
In Colombia it is the same as bald, coscorrón or pescozón.  Blow that is given to the head with the knuckles of the
fingers.  It is also the name of a locality, in the municipality of Canalete in the Department of Córdoba.

macoco
In Colombia old machete and pompo (without edge).  It's also called charapo.  Nickname of an Argentine motorist of
Basque origin, whose first name was Martín Alzaga Unzué.  He was also known as Martin DeAlzaga.

macondiana
Relative to Macondo. A people that does not exist in reality, fantasy and imagination of Gabo product. Unrealistic,
fanciful. However, in Colombia we call Macondiano or Macondian, all of that philosophy, way of thinking or acting as
jolgorica, chavacana and many times irresponsible, especially of people in warm weather. It is synonymous with
Carnavalesca, jolgorica, pachanguera, festive, cheerful, bustling, colloquial.

macondo
Fictional town that García Márquez created, in One Hundred Years of Solitude and described in several more novels. 
Colloquially a country of madmen.  By extension imaginary country, beautiful but full of contrasts.  Colombia.  Name of a
Colombian tropical song by Daniel Camino Diez Canseco and performed by Óscar Chávez.  Name of the official ball of
the Colombian National Team used in 2014.  Name of the Film Awards in Colombia.  One of the names of a tree in
Colombia.  It is also known as bongo, petrino, macundo, cuipo, hameli, hamelí, pretino or pijio.  Its scientific name is
Cavanillesia platanifolia and it belongs to the Malvaceae family.  Name given to two provinces of Angola (Malanje or
Makonde and Moxico).  

macorina
Macorina is a form of name for the ladies of San Pedro de Macorís in Dominican Republic ( also known as San Pedro
del Mar or Mar Macoris ).  It is a sugar Empire.

macón
In Beekeeping it is a way to call a dry and unproductive honeycomb.  It's usually darker.  Propolis. 

macra
In Geografía is the name of a locality and a commune in Italy.  It is located in the Province of Cuneo, in the Piedmont
Region.

macro
It is a Greek prefix meaning large.  It is also used by economists as an abbreviation for Macroeconomics.  Macro or



Macrón was also a Roman Prefect, whose full name was Nevio Sutorio Macrón.  In Argentina Macro is the name of a
Bank.  Argentina is also short for the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Rosario.  Macro is the name of a song
composed by Martin Gore and performed by the English band Depeche Mode.

macro-
It is a prefix of Greek origin meaning large, larger than normal. 

macroadenoma
It is a tumor, benign and slow growing that measures more than 10 mm (more than 1 cm).

macrobiótica
It is a lifestyle, in which emphasis is placed on eating and living well, in harmony with nature.  The term as such comes
from Greek roots meaning long life or long life.  It was promoted by Japanese George Ohsawa. 

macrocefalico
The correct term is macrocephalic, with tilde .  It means he has microcephaly.  Patient who has an exaggerated growth
of the head (excessive development of the skull) .

macroemisión
It means very large emission, of great magnitude.  Copious or very harmful emission .  It can also refer to a very large
production of paper money or stamps. 

macroevento
Large event.  Event of great diimensions.  Event in which many people participate. 

macrofalosomía
It is the condition of a man who has a larger than normal penis.  Large penis. 

macrogotas
Plural of macrogota.  It means big drops, drops (plural of drip edge).  Plants with large drops irrigation system.  Drops
applied with a dropper or macroaspersion.

macroindustrial
It means about the big industries. 

macrolexifilia
It means affection or predilection for long words. 

macron
It is a surname of French origin.  Surname of the current President of France, whose name is Emmanuel Jean-Michel
Frédéric Macron. 

macronave



A macronave can be a gigantic ship or also a mothership. 

macronomics
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is a way aburguesada ( attempted refinement ) say economic Macro.
Transcendental order macro-economic measures.

macronutriente
In Physiology, it is the name given to the elements or nutrients that make the greatest energy input.  Nutrient that
provides more energy for metabolism.  They are essentially glycids, proteins and lipids. 

macrooferta
Great discount.  Disproportionate discount, offer like no other. 

macropantalla
Very large screen, giant screen. 

macroregión
Large region, great region.  Very extensive region. 

macrosondeo
It is a survey of great proportions or of very high level.  Probe that transcends a country or region. 

macrozona
It means large area. 

macró
Person who exploits women by inducing them to prostitution and benefiting economically from this.  A person who
commits the crime of trafficking in women (improperly called white slavery).  Pimp, Pimp, bastard, Pimp, pimp.

macuci
macuci is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Macuci; is a surname )" being its meaning:<br>Macuci is an
American surname of Italian origin. Bryan Macuci is a Senior Executive of CBS,

macuco
It is the name of a village in the municipality of San Luis de Palenque, in the Department of Casanare in Colombia.  It is
the common name of a bird land, also called yuto, imamu, martineta, tinamou or macuco tinamou.  They are similar to
the partridges, its scientific name is Tinamus solitarius and belongs to the family Tinamidae.  It is also the name of an
herbaceous plant in Spain, known as chufera, alforxon, umbrella, coca, its scientific name is Conopodium subcarneum
and is of the family Apiaceae.  Macuco is the name of a Brazilian municipality in the State of Rio de Janeiro.

macucos
Plural of macuco.  Macuco is the name of a bird of the eastern plains of Colombia, its scientific name is Tinamus
solitarius and belongs to the family Tinamidae.  Also known as a tinamou, yuto or martineta.  Macuco is also the name
of a plant in Spain.  Its scientific name is Conopodium subcarneum, belongs to the family Apiaceae.  Also say you



matacano, umbrella, patacana, chufera.  It is clarified that Macuco, is also the name of a village in the municipality of
san Luis de Palenque, Department of Casanare, Colombia.

macumba
It is a word of African origin and means magic, ritual.  In Colombia it also means talking a lot, telling lies, talking cart. 
Tricks, fallacies. 

macumbero
It may mean that you practice macumba or be African rituals of Bantu origin.  In Colombia, a liar, a liar, a liar, is called
macumbero.  Charlatan.  In Colombia talking macumba is telling lies.

macuto
It means bag, bag, Bale, backpack, bag, backpack, bag, bulk.

mad
Name of a television series and a magazine in the United States.  They are humorous in a humorous cut and make
satires to consumerism.

madam
It is the muteness of the French word Monsieur (pronounced madam) and that means Lady, Lady, woman.  It is the
name of a French film starring Rossy de Palma and Toni Collette.  The Madame is also the name of a book by Sally
Stanford.

madariaga
Madariaga is incorrectly written and it should be written as Madariaga ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Madariaga ( 41 own name;.  It is a Spanish surname with roots in Galicia and the Basque country.  It is
the name of a city in greater Buenos Aires.  in Argentina.

made in spain
They are terms in English that mean made in Spain, made in Spain. 

madeira
Name of a Region of Portugal.  Name of a Portuguese Archipelago in the Atlantic and off Northwest Africa.  Name of
one of the islands in the Madeira Archipelago.  Name of South American river, main contributor to the Amazon River.  It
is considered the fifth most important in the world and its basin covers a large part of countries such as Peru, Bolivia and
Brazil.  Portuguese wine of recognized importance and of origin in the Madeira Archipelago.  In Portuguese it means
wood.  The name of a city in the U.S. state of Ohio. 

madeja
In Colombia it is the same as ball, roll, chipa or reel.  It usually refers to a filiform element that is coiled (thread, wire,
rope or thread).

madejillas
Plural of madejilla and diminutive of Hank.  It means small balls, reels, rolls, ovillitos and carreticos.  Small portion of hair
that loosened hair.



madera
Generic name that in music is given to a group of aerophone instruments.  They are also called cane or wind-wood. 
There are flutes, oboes, bassoons and clarinets.  It is the name of a County and Municipality in the State of California
(United States).  Name of a Mexican town in the State of Chihuahua.  Wood is a building material that is extracted from
tree trunks.  In Colombia colloquially wood is punishment, critical or attack.

madero
It means stick, club, bat.  Piece of wood in the shape of a tolete or trunk.  Blunt wooden element.  It is also a surname of
Spanish origin.  In Spain, police officer. 

maderolense
It means he's originally from Maderuelo.  It comes from Maderuelo.  Which is relating to logger or residing in Maderuelo. 
Maderuelo is the name of a Spanish town, from the Province of Segovia. 

madén
It is the name of a city and a district in elaz?g Province, in Turkey.  It is also one of the common names used in Chile for
a tree in the Cunoniaceae family.  Its scientific name is Weinmannia trichosperma.  It is also known by several similar
names of Mapuche origin: teníu, tenío, teniú, tineo or dye.

madge
It's an English word that means madness.

madiam
It is the name of a mountainous region of Saudi Arabia, It is the name of the place where Moses fled, after having killed
an Egyptian who mistreated the Israelites. 

madonna
It's an Italian language word.  You mean Virgin, my lady.  Name of many artistic representations of the Virgin Mary
(Paintings, sculptures, etc.).  It is also the stage name of an American singer, whose real name is Louise Veronica
Ciccone. 

madre
A female who has given birth or had offspring.  Superior of a convent nun.  MOM, progenitor, matron, superior, Abbess,
runway, bedding, origin, beginning, wedge, cause, reason, root.

madre entenada
It is the same as political mother or stepmother. Mother alnada. The term stepchild is used more to refer to children, very
few times to the mother or the political father. mother who is not biological but his replacement.

madreado
It is an inflection of madrear.  In Colombia, it means to offend, insult, throwing insults.

madremonte
The madremonte is a Colombian myth of the center of the country. The madremonte embodies as a woman who has
Moss in the hair, using a big hat that covers her face and lives at the bottom of the jungle. It punishes unfaithful men and



those who fight over boundaries and land.

madreñera
The correct term is Madronera.  Place where madroños abound, a wild fruit tree.  Madroñal.  It is the name of a Spanish
town in the Province of Cáceres (Extremadura).  In Colombia she could be a female mother, in street condition. 

madres
Mother's Plural .  Moms, progenitors.  Women who have had or given birth to children.  In Colombia mothers, it also
means insults, soece words, vulgarities. 

madrid
Apart from being the name of the Capital Spanish, is the name of a town near Bogota in Colombia and which belongs to
the Department of Cundinamarca.  Arab roots means stream or river bed, but it can also be taken as source or array.

madrigal
In Literature it is a short romantic poem.  In Musica it is a short romantic composition for several voices.  That refers to
the mother, the nest, the origin, the matrix or the cradle.  Name of a bolero composed by Don Felo (whose real name
was Felipe Rosario Goyco).  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Spanish population of the Province of
Guadalajara.  There is another town called Madrigal or Madrigal de las Altas Torres, in the Province of Avila, also in
Spain. 

madriguera
Nest or den of wild animals.  Secret place, place to hide something.  Hideaway, refuge, asylum, Lair, Burrow, cave,
hiding.

madrigueras
Plural of burrow .  Appropriate places to hide or hide something for sure.  Secret places, proper places to hide
something.  Hideouts, shelters, asylums, dens, nests, caves, hideouts.  Place of rearing and refuge of wild animals. 

madrina
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is the female (cow) oldest herd.  Cow who heads livestock during a
tour, is usually very gentle.  Women us boosting during baptism.  Woman who baptizes a boat.  Woman who presides
over a religious ceremony or that accompanies us to receive one of the sacraments.

madrugón
It is the action of getting up very early, from getting up early to do some special activity.  In Colombia the term became
popular, for purchases made by wholesale merchants very early in the morning, usually between 12 o's at night and 6 in
the morning.

madurada
It means, bestiality, brutality, exaggerated or extreme clumsiness.  It refers to the frequent blunders of Nicolás Maduro. 
Inflection of maturing. 

madurez
It means quality of mature.  Wisdom, prudence, reasonable judgment, good judgment.  Degree of seasoning of the



fruits. 

maduringlish
They are the nonsense of Nicolas Maduro in English (very bad English: Maburringlish).  If not fluent in Spanish, much
less English.

madurismo
It is a Venezuelan political movement that supports Nicolás Maduro Moros and is heir to the policies of Chavismo
(serguidores of Hugao Rafael Cháves Frías). 

maestranda
The voice right to refer to a student enrolled in the master's degree is master. It's a neologism that has not been
incorporated into dictionaries. Completion when / – nda is used to form nouns associated with verbal bases which have the sense of obligation ( examining means that it will examine ) or living in a process ( Americanism literacy means that it is in the process of literacy "  ). Thus, master, and its variant female master, means the person who is in the process of being teacher ( obtain such title ).

maestrante
Person working in the workshops of a battalion or in its arsenal, either manufacturing or repairing armament.  A person
who works in the workshops of the artillery.  Society of people who are trained in the use of weapons and horse riding. 
Cavalry.

maestrista
Name given to a Master's student regardless of specialty.  It is also possible to use it in this way mastering or mastering
. 

maetra
maetra is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Master" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is teacher. It
means Guide, educator, teacher, model, institutora.

mafia
In the last century, was an Italian criminal organization based in Sicily.  By extension it is currently all criminal
organization, in which there are well defined hierarchies and whose leaders are the bosses.  Poster.

mafins
It is the muteness of the term in English Muffins. Ponquesitos, mantecados.

mafras
It is a German brewery, in the sector of Coacalco in Mexico DF Mafras Biergarten).  Black beer.

mafufo
On the Atlantic coast of Colombia is a slightly smaller than the current banana variety and also receives other names on
the interior such as banana, COP or popocho.

maga
In Colombia witch, witch, woman who practices magic.



magacuya
I think that he is ask for passion fruit.  It is a fruit of the plant also known as passion fruit or Passionflower.  Its scientific
name is Passiflora edulis in the family Passifloraceae.

magadis
In the ancient Greece was a musical instrument of zither, the lyre or harp-like rope.  In principle it was 20 string, but she
is increased it.

magadizar
It was the action of tuning a magadis in series of octaves.  Octavar.

magangueleño
You can also say magangueño ( or magangueña ).  It means born or native to Magangué, municipality of the
Department of Bolivar, in Colombia.  Resident or related to Magangué.  It is bordered by the Magdalena River and near
the village are joined by the Cauca and Magdalena rivers.

magano
It is the surname of a Spanish writer, novelist, called Jorge Magano.  He has also been a radial conductor.  Summer
delicacy of Santander (Spain), guadaneta squid, squid.  It is also a very sterile fictitious alternative world.

maganza
It is the surname of an Italian painter of the (late) 16th and 17TH centuries, called Alessandro Maganza.  Last name of
several Italian painters of the middle ages.  In Colombia and Ecuador maganza mean idleness, laziness, laziness,
idleness, laziness.

magaña
It means cheating, trickery, cunning, deception, trickery, artifice, trickery.  Name of a locality and a Spanish municipality,
which belongs to the Province of Soria. 

magarza
It is one of the common names in Spain of a medicinal plant.  They also tell you starry Chamomile, marcierza, gamarza,
margarita.  Its scientific name is Chamaemelum mixtum and belongs to the family Asteraceae.

magas
Plural of maga.  In Colombia it means witch, sorceress.  Fairy.

magdalena
Magdalena is incorrectly written and should be written as "Magdalena ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Magdalena.  It is the name of a river and a Department of Colombia.  Name of woman of biblical origin and
means magnificent lookout of the tower.  Variants: Madelaine, Malena, Lena, Magda, Milena.  It is synonymous with
moaning.

magia simpatica
Magic simpatica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sympathetic magic" being its meaning:<br>They are
accompanied by jokes and taunts magic shows, which has additional to appeal the public laugh.



magiar
It means that he is a native of Hungary.  Hungarian.  Person who is originally from Hungary and Transylvania.  Name of
a people originally from that region. 

magilo
It was the name of a King or Prince of the Galos de Boi, Emilia (region of Northern Italy).  In latin, his name was
Magalus.  He accompanied Hannibal to the Alps in campaign against Rome.

magister militum
They are terms in latin, that mean official.  Maximum leader of the troop, field marshal, master of the military.  It was a
title established since Constantino I, to designate the maximum range of a military in ancient Rome.

magisterio
In Colombia is the education system, conglomerate of teachers or educators.  Power that the Church imposed or teach
his doctrines has.  Authority of the Pope, bishops and Ministers of the Church.

magín
It is a name of Latin origin male means revered  He that receiveth venias.  As a noun means talent, imagination, ability,
wit.

magnar
It is a male name of Norwegian origin.  Name of "The King of Salmon", whose full name is Gustav Magnar Witzøe.  He's
one of the richest young people in the world.

magnánimo
Person very benevolent, benevolent, big, noble, generous, gracious, good-natured.

magnetar
In Astrophysics it is a gigantic neutron star, also called magnetostar.  Pulsar, which in small short-time bursts emits huge
amounts of Gamma rays and X-rays.

magnetoestrella
A type of celestial body that has died as a star, because it does not emit light.  In astrophysics it is a gigantic neutron
star, also called a magnetostar.  Pulsar, which in small bursts of short time emits huge amounts of Gamma rays and
X-rays. 

magnificencia
It means great sumptuousness and luxury.  Generosity of giving everything you own without expecting anything in
return.  A high degree of generosity.  detachment. 

magnitudes
It is the plural of magnitude.  It means dimension, measure, size, extension, capacity, volume.  I could also mean
greatness, importance, influence and reach.



magnolla
magnolla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Magnolia" being its meaning:<br>Magnolla or Magnolia is the
name of a plant and its flower garden. It is also a woman's name meaning delicate Perfume. The name is of French
origin. They belong to the family of the Magnoliacesas. It is a genus of about 120 species. He is named after the French
botanist who discovered them them appointed Pierre Magnol.

mago
Person who practices magic.  Illusionist.  In the time of Zoroaster, person of the priestly caste.  It is also the name of a
genus of spiders, known as jumpers or fly hunters, which belong to the Salticidae family.  Name of a star in the
constellation Camelopardalis.  Sorcerer, charmer, conjurer, necromancer.  Guessing person. 

magret
Slice or fillet of turkey or large meat that has no fat, lean sliced meat.  Turkey or goose pulp meat. 

magro
It means that it is not fat.  Fleshed, wiry, skinny, thin, dry, enjuto, scarce.

maguacata
The maguacata or mahuacata is the sheath and the seed of the tree of ebony, which is used as a snack or snack in lieu
of peanuts or walnuts.  They are consumed toasted and something is salt.  The scientific name of the tree is Ebenopsis
ebano and belongs to the Fabaceae family.

magufadas
It is a slang mixture of the words magician and UFOlogists, both activities a little questioned and relative credibility. It is
said that it is what makes those who promote or traded with paranormal or pseudoscientific phenomena such as ufology,
telepathy, magic, etc. or believer of the same. It is almost a synonym for quackery. Magoo charades ( As it is blinkin all
seeing different ).

magufo
It is a term used in a pejorative way to refer to people who practice or promote the "pseudoscience in general",
especially in those where it is presumed that they have supernatural powers (such as astrology, spiritism, ufology,
homeopathy, etc.).  It is used by skeptics in the spirit of.  Magician in a derogatory way.

maguiancho
maguiancho is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Manguiancho" as meaning:<br>The correct word should be
Manguiancho. It is a colloquial form in Colombia to appoint a person who is very generous, without fuss to spend
money, botarate, maniancho, spendthrift. It is the friend who likes to pay bills without boast. Broad, good-natured. Caring
to help others. Wasteful. That you spend without limits.

magullar
In Colombia it means damage, hurt, press, press, blacken, hit, hurt, damage.  Cause bruises, contusions, bruises,
bruises,

magur
Magur is another name that is known the fish cat or catfish.  It is a family Claridae freshwater fish and its scientific name
is Clarias batrachus.



magurios
It's the name of very small sea snails.  They are also called bigaros.  Its scientific name is Littorina Spp.  and belong to
the littorinidae family.  They're edible. 

mahasim
It is one of the names of a star in the constellation Auriga.  It also usually receives the names Bogardus, Theta Aurigae,
Theta Aur, 37 Aurigae, HD 40312 or HR 2095, among astronomers.  The term is of Arabic origin and means doll.  It is
clarified that there is also the term Maasym, with that same origin and meaning and that it is the name of another star,
which belongs to the Constellation Hercules (Lambda Herculis or Lambda Her). 

mahatense
It means a native of Mahates, a town and municipality in the Bolivar Department, Colombia.  Concerning Mahates .  also
related to the Carib tribe of the Mahates, an aboriginal ethnic group that existed in this territory. 

mahogany
It is the English name of a tree with very fine wood: Mahogany. 

mahout
It is the name given to an elephant handler or tamer.  Name of the technique of dawning and handling elephants.  It is a
Word in Hindi language and means elephant assembler, elephant rider.  It is also called a cornaca. 

mahón
Name of a rustic and thick fabric, made of cotton.  It is similar to denim or denim.   Name of a Spanish city, which is the
capital of Menorca.  Name of a class of vessels of the Spanish Navy, which corresponds to the Ocean or High Tugs.  It
is also called Circuses. 

mahsati
Persian name of woman (It is the result of joining two other names of woman in Persia: Maa, Moon and Sati, Miss,
which translate faithful woman).   Name of Persian poet called Mahsati Ganjaví of the twelfth century. 

maia
It was the name of one of the Pleiades in Greek Mythology.  She was the daughter of Atlas and Pleyone.  Name of one
of the stars of the Pleiades cluster, and which is part of the Constellation taurus.  It is also used as a woman's name. 
Stage name of Colombian singer, whose real name is Mónica Andrea Vives Orozco.  Name of an actress and singer
from the United States, whose full name is Maia Reficco Viqueira. 

maicena
White corn flour.  There is a trademark of this flour, called Maizena (as well with z). 

maicero
In Colombia: Person consuming maize.  Paisa.  Natives of Antioquia and the old Caldas.  Kind of primate, also known as
corn, corn, breaker, horned, Mico cappuccino hard head, whistling monkey, monkey fell.  Its scientific name is Sapajus
apella and belongs to the family Cebidae.

maidán



It is a word of Persian origin meaning square.  In Ukrainian language it means the same thing.  Name of Independence
Square in Kiev. 

maigua
It is a woman's name and the name of mountains in the Amazon jungle of Venezuela.  The word is of origin Hoti (name
of the people and language speaking, originating in that area).

maigua, maihua*
The correct term is Maywa ( although maigua and maihua ) can be accepted.  In quechua language means purple.  It is
the name of the orchid of Quito ( Epidendrum jamiesonis ) family Orchidiaceae, Flor de Christ is also called.  It is located
in Ecuador and Colombia ( possibly also in 41 Peru;  In Botany Maywa is the name of a genus of orchids comprising
about 300 species.

maikol
It is the castilianization of the name Michael in German and English and which also equals Miguel (Spanish), (French)
Michel, Michael (English), Mikhail (Russian).  The name Miguel is of Hebrew origin and means who as God.  In
Colombia, there is also the name Mike or Maicol.

maileth
It's a woman's name of English origin.  It has as variants Mayleth or Myleth .  It means the seductive, the one that
seduces, beloved garment (I know a case of the name of male, José Mileth).

mailette
It is the name, trade mark or reference of a cosmetic oil with fragrance of lavender.

maillot
It's a French language word.  It means T-shirt, T-shirt, flannel.  Clothing to cover the trunk.  It is usually soft fabric, lacks
buttons. 

mailo
System of tradition and property ownership among the nobles of Uganda.  Male name, also used Milo (pronounced
mailo) 

maino
It is the stage name of a New York rapper named Jermaine Coleman.  Maíno (with tilde) or Mayno was a Spanish
painter, named Juan Bautista Maíno.  He was a friar and was born in Pastrana.

maitia
In Basque it means love, beloved, love, bride.

maiz horra
horra corn is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Corn horra." being its meaning:<br>Horra corn is corn that has
its ears or chocolos with beads very separate or isolated. Low grain ear. In Colombia Solotusa is also called or COB
futile. It is uneconomical for the farmer. I horro or horra in Spanish is free, RID.



maícear
maicear is incorrectly written and should be written as "Maicear ( does tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It is feeding
domestic animals in a farm or farm. Feed poultry. In some countries it is used as synonym of bribe, of giving bribes.

maíz
Common name of a grass plant of edible fruits called cobs, corn, chócolos or corn.  It is the name of a cereal of
American origin and basic in our food.  The word mahis, is of Taíno origin (Caribbean) and means "sustenance of life",
"food".  Its scientific name is Zea Mays and belongs to the Poaceae family.  Highest-yielding Cereal in the world.

majadas
Majadas is the plural of flock. the flocks are shelters that the shepherds and their flocks used to shelter on the mountain.
Shed, surrounded by a fence, usually of stone. Manure, excrement. Corn or wheat soaked and cooked. Mazamorra,
peto.

majadera
In Mexico is a table or punt's kitchen, where kneaded or crushed ingredients of meals.  Colombia is a woman that is
allowed to disturb or inconvenience for others without saying anything.  Silent victim of the bullying.  Who also does
majaderias or nonsense.  Quiet, boba, dolt, stupid, annoying, pushy, impertinent, nuisances, silly, pendeja, timid,
coward, coward, chicken, rompers, delusional, credulous.

majadería
It means silly, pendejada.  Act carried out by the majadero.  Foolishness, the work of the fool.  made without relevance
or value.  Folly. 

majadero
Making majaderias, nonsense, crap.  Character annoying and inappropriate, annoying, foolish, uncomfortable, pendejo,
silly, foolish, stupid, Blockhead, mequetrefe, tarambana, badulaque.

majagual
Place where abound the majaguas or majagua plants.  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of
Sucre, La Mojana Sucrena region.

majahua
It is one of the common names we have in Colombia to a plant (tree).  Majagua.  He also tells jonote, burío.  Its scientific
name is Heliocarpus appendiculatus and belongs to the family Malvaceae.

majales
Plural de majal .  A majal is synonymous with shoal or fish bank.  Large groups of fish.  Fish banks, shoals.

majamas
You mean I'm fine.  It's also a colloquial way to call lady pyjamas.  Sleeping garment for lady , 

majara o majareta
It means crazy, insane, orate, disturbed, crazy, deciquily.  Little rope person.  It is a most widely used term in Mexico.



majax
It is the surname of a French illusionist and prestidigitator named Gerard Majax and whose real name is Maurice Faier. 
He was born in Nice and has had several television shows.  He has also been a tv shower on French TV.

majdanek
Nefarious name of a Nazi extermination camp, built in Poland near Lublin. 

maje
The term is used in several Central American countries with different meanings.  In Costa Rica it means naive, innocent,
believer.  In Honduras it's silly, dumb.  In El Salvador friend of complete trust, parce , cuate .  In Spain, it also means
friend.  In Colombia and especially in the Department of Huíla, it is a surname of indigenous origin.  Apocope of the
name Mary Jesus. 

majé
It is an inflection of majar.  It means grind, crush, marinate, crush, crush, squeeze (grinding grain to make flour or fruits
to extract the juice).  It can also disturb, annoy spank, punish.  In Central America is also young, youth, teenager,
inexperienced, ignorant bobo, idiot.

majo
In Colombia it means arranged, adorned, colorful, adorned, elegant, eye-catching, colorful, beautiful.

majoletos
It is the plural of majoleto.  It is one of the common names for Hawthorn or Hawthorn.  Its scientific name is Crataegus
monogyna and belongs to the family Rosaceae.

major
It can translate important, commander, senior, senior, elderly, adult.  It can also be a military grade.  It is widely used to
indicate the title or position of a burgomaster: mayor. 

majorero
It is the name given to those who are born in Fuerteventura one of the Canary Islands (Majorata was the old name of
that island).  concerning Fuerteventura . 

majote
Mortar.  Vessel or container for mashing.  It can also be considered augmentative of majo (large, grandote, giant). 

majunche
In Venezuela, it lacks good quality, which is mediocre or ordinary.  It's hearty.  It is also a way of referring to the studied
rebel opposing the government (especially in the time of Hugo Cháves).  Rebel, opponent. 

majuni
It is a word of Greek origin that means therapeutic drink.  Herbal extract preparation that is considered miraculous and
healing. 



makai
It is a word of Hawaiian origin that means towards the sea, in the sea.  It is also the name of a very valuable wood in
Southeast Asia (especially in Burma) and the Philippines.  It also means underworld, hell, spirit world. 

maki
It is the stage name of a singer and Spanish flamenco music producer.  His full name is José Antonio Velasco Ruiz,
born in Huelva.  It is also the name of a class of Japanese food, which are basically nori seaweed rolls stuffed with sushi
rice and vegetables and/or fish.  The single word in Japanese means winding.  It differs from the sushi by the thickness.

makita
It is a surname of Japanese origin.  It is a brand of tools of Japanese origin.  It was founded in 1915 by Mosaburo
Makita, as MAKITA ELECTRIC WORKS, in Nagoya.  It currently has subsidiaries almost all over the world. 

maktub
It is a Uzbek Word and means letter.

makuluak
It's a Word in Basque language, which means crutches.  It is the name of a song performed by Berri Txarrak.

mal amigo
Want to tell a defector, disrespectful, treacherous, hypocrite, unfair.  Person who is not loyal with friends where
necessary.  Full, selfish.

mal de edipo
It is the same as Oedipus complex. It is the natural tendency of a son preferred the mother rather than the father.
According to Freud it is the unconscious desire of having incestuous relations with the parent of the opposite sex and try
to delete or ignore the same sex. In the case of women is called complex of Electra, which by nature are attracted
towards his father.

mal de estómago
In Colombia it is called diarrhea or colloquially churrias.

mal de siam
It is another of the names with which Yellow Fever is known.  It is also known as Siamosis, Barbados Disease, Black
Vomit or Yf Virus.  It is an infectious disease transmitted by a mosquito (Aedes aegypti), it spreads very easily in densely
populated areas with sanitary deficiencies. 

mal gusto
It is the name of the first feature film directed by Peter Robert Jackson in 1987.  Form of inadequate clothing.

mal perdedor
He is the person who does not recognize a defeat, who argues illegal traps or maneuvers from his contender and never
accepts the superiority of his adversary.  He is usually self-centered, dishonest and vain. 



mal tercio
Colombia says it third to a very heavy burden.  Bad third therefore is a very stressful burden, maltreating much.  By
extension it means also ill-timed, impertinent, foolish, person who bothers.  Meddlesome person or is undesirable. 
Company undesirable or Importunate.

mala
What a bad doing, it does wrong.  Female bad.  It means evil, evil, infamous, vile, cruel, wicked.  It is also a way to call a
prayer cord, which is a strand of 108 knots or beads.  It's also called bad japa.  It is usually used by Orthodox Christian
religious.  They are similar to a rosary or camándula and almost always at the end or end wears a cricifijo.

mala onda
It is a colloquial way of referring to a little partner, unpleasant, atorrante, dangerous person and that it is not legit, bad
class, bad milk.  It is also the name of a novel by the Chilean Alberto Fuguet.

mala persona
Bad people, bad class.  Unpleasant person and little collaborator.  Selfish, talkative and confrontational.

malabar
It is the name of a language, which is spoken in the State of Kerala, to the South of India.  It is the name of a Region in
the South of India.  It is the name of a town in the State of Florida in the United States.  It means maroma, leap, ability,
skill, trick.

malacaton
malacaton is incorrectly written and should be written as "Malacaton or Peach." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Malacaton or Peach. It is another name that is known to the Peach. It is the fruit of Prunus persica which of the family
Rosaceae. Has the tree the names of peach, peach or malacatonero. It means Apple soft as cotton.

malacia
In Biology it is a perversion of appetite consisting of ingesting various substances that are not food such as sand, earth,
lime, gypsum, coal, wood, etc.  Last name of a Dutch footballer, who plays as a defender for Feyenoord and his
country's national team.  His full name is Tyrrell Malacia. 

malaco
It is a word of Greek origin meaning soft, soft, light, tender, spring, loose.

malacopa
It means person who does not know how to drink, which is drunk very easily, who sleep in the drunk or which dedicates
itself to annoy, offend and generate fighting in Colombia.

malacote
It is an edible aquatic plant, named in Mexico.  It is eaten in salads.  Its scientific name is Hydrocotyle ranunculoides and
belongs to the Araliaceae family.  It is considered an invasive plant.  Also referred to as redondita or redondita of water.

maladar
It means to damage, spoil, spoil, deteriorate.  ruin, damage, mistreat. 



malagana
It is the name of a correction in the Bolivar Department that together with San Basilio de Palenque are intended to be a
new municipality.  They currently belong to the jurisdiction of the municipality of Mahates. 

malagaña
It is a framework of driven sticks and branches to make swarms.  Frame of sticks for swarming .  Bee. 

malagasha
Rone Malagasha is a brand of swimwear of Medellín (Colombia) that has TheCloset.co, the designers and
entrepreneurs are Melisa Rivas and Natalia Gómez, great women and inspiring examples for society.

malagueta
It's a derogatory way to call Malaga.  It is also a very spicy chili or chili variety.  Its scientific name is Capsicum
frutescens and belongs to the family Solanaceae.  

malajeta
In Colombia he is a ferret person, who makes a bad face at all hours, who gesticulates frequently.  Person of difficult
treatment and who prefers to remain alone.  Hosco, insociable, snout, esquivo, arisco. 

malamadre
A woman who has no maternal instincts.  Denatured mother. Plant known in Paraguay as Kalanchoe, which is said cure
cancer.  It is native to Madagascar, but very common in South America.  Its scientific name is Bryophyllum pinnatum and
belongs to the family Crassulaceae.  There are 3 species.  He receives other popular names such as witch, plant of
Goethe, campaigns of Cathedral, plant life, miraculous plant, witch grass, the air blade, always alive, prodigious,
Colombian, hojaransin, hojerilla.

malamañoso
It's the same as slick.  Well, it's usually a negative quality.  Person of bad mornings.  Tricky, con man.

malambero
In Colombia it means related to malambo, the malambo, extracted from malambo.  Malambo is a traditional medicinal
plant.  It has antiinflamatoprias properties, helps to lower blood sugar levels and contains Diterpenes boactivos.  Its
scientific name is Croton malambo and belongs to the Family Euphorbiaceae.  Also in Colombia is the born, resident or
related to the municipality of Malambo in Atlantico Department.  Malambero is also a rhythm and a dance from
Argentina.  Dance of the Malambo.

malambo
In Colombia is the name of a municipality of the Department of Atlántico.  It is also the name of a Colombia Air Force
Base in the same region.  In Argentina is the name of a southern traditional dance and also the name of a film.

malandra
It means a woman or person who engages in misdeeds or crimes.  Delinquent, bad, perverse. 

malandro
It is a widely used term in Venezuela.  It means crook, criminal, wrongdoer, outlaw, criminal.  Bad man.



malanga
In Colombia is the name of a plant, which also we say bore, taro, Cocoyam.  It produces a few edible tubers.  It is also
called name.  Its scientific name is Colocasia esculenta belongs to the Araceae family.

malarico
In medicine, Malarico, makes reference to Malaria, which a parasitic disease that involves high fevers, chills, symptoms
flu-like and anemia. CausasLa malaria or malaria is caused by a parasite that is transmitted to humans through the bites
of mosquitoes infected Anopheles. After infection, the parasite ( called sporozoites ) they travel through the bloodstream
to the liver, where they mature and produce another form called merozoites. Parasites enter the bloodstream and infect
red blood cells.

malasia
It is the name of a country in Southeast Asia.  It is also known as the Malacca federation.  Its capital is Kuala Lumpur,
but the seat of government is Putrajaya.  It occupies territories of the Malay Peninsula and part of the island of Borneo. 

malato
It means sick.  It also means gafo, who suffers from leprosy (gafedad). 

malaxofobia
It is the way to call the displeasure, rejection or fear of erotic or sexual games. 

malaya
It means a native of Malaysia or the Federation of Malaya, Malaysia resident or related to it.  Name of a language that is
used in oral and written in Southeast Asian way.  Referred to as bahasa melayu.  When you use the word "Malay" or
even more "Ah, Malayan", involves a longing or a pleasant memory, which saddened by generating nostalgia, something
that makes us sigh.  Something that strange, but fondly remembers.  Nostalgia, longing, memory, evocation.  Eye, it's
nothing of cursing or is synonymous with evil.

malaza
The correct term is Masala (with s).  It is a word used in South America to designate a person bearer of bad news, bad
omens.  Yeta, malasuerte, bulk salt, fatality, disgrace and misfortune.  In Spain the Masala group is a group of timber
companies dedicated to decoration and wood products supply.

maldado
Form a bad opinion, subject of someone or something evil.  Play with dice loaded or altered to deceive.  Used in
Portuguese.

maldecir
It is the action of utter curses.  Means to blaspheme, disown, swear, condemn, execrar, inveigh, denigrate, defame,
slander, offend, hate, abhor, beat, insult.

male orchis
It is another name given to the Orchis mascula or male orchid.  Orchis means orchid (testicle) and male means male,
male.  It is a variety of orchid that grows in the soil.   It has lilac flowers.  It is also known as orchimacho, Sangre de
Cristo, Campanos, hemp, chupaeros, civilians, clavellina, compañón, macho satyrion, spotted satyrion, satiron, satyron,
dog's testicle. ?



maleantes
Plural of maleante .  people who do misdeeds or commit crimes.  Criminals, malanders, bandits, malandrines,
wrongdoers. 

malecero
In Colombia, where weed or stubble abound.  Place that has been invaded by undesirable plants on arable land.  Trace,
stubble, year, fallow, balago.

malecho
malecho is incorrectly written, and should be written as Malhecho.  being its meaning: the correct term is malhecho. 
Ugly, bad, inappropriate, inadequate action.  Deformed, misshapen.

malecita
In Colombia is a diminutive of weed.  Harmful grass or stubble growing crops.  Maranita.  rastrojito, zarcita.  The name
of a bar in the municipality of Teguise, Lanzarote (Canary Islands).

maleficios
It means evils caused by witchcraft or sorcery.  Plural of hex.  It means spell, spell, spell, witchcraft, curse spell.

malena
It is a woman's name of Latin and Hebrew origin.  It means magnificent inhabitant of the tower.  Splendid, magnificent,
regal, magna, excelsa, superb.  Name of an Italian film, with Monica Bellucci as the protagonist.  It is based on the
German occupation in Italy.  It can also be apocope of Magdalene or Mary Helena and are also called Babe.

maleolar
Concerning the malleolus .  It was an incendiary device, similar to the phalaric, which was widely used in Roman times
and in the Middle Ages.  Concerning bony protrusions of the ankle. 

maleta
It is a bit of travel used to transport clothes or toiletries implements.  Pouch, bag, Briefcase, luggage, beltpack, in
Colombia in a colloquial manner: jiba, hump.  It can also mean clumsy, coarse, regular, bad.  Very low quality or
technique, player package.

maletas
It is the plural of suitcase.  In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to a low quality soccer player.  Bad, awkward,
unqualified, firecracker.  Suitcase is luggage, suitcase, bag, Briefcase pocket.  It is also a derogatory way of referring to
the hump and jib.

maletaza
A person who plays with exaggerated clumsiness in a trade or profession. Very despicable. Misguided in what it says or
does. Mess big clothes or anything else intends to load on the shoulders. Augmentative of suitcase.

maletear
In Colombia it is loaded with something great, almost always heavy and uncomfortable to wear.  Bultear, load.  Carrying
luggage heavy and uncomfortable.  The term used it to reference that it has been very difficult to transport what brought



(used by way of protest).

maletiado
It means that you travel with many suitcases or suitcases.  loaded.  It carries a lot of load or a lot of weight.  It is a term
used in the field and is vulgarism by malleated, which means loaded, with a lot of load, with a lot of weight. 

maletín
It is a male diminutive of suitcase.  small suitcase.  Suitcase in which children carry their school supplies.  Small leather
suitcase used by schoolchildren.  Luggage, suitcase.

malevo
In Colombia, person of very bad kind of bad intentions.  A person who thinks only do evil to others.  Of bad feelings. 
Bully, antisocial, Hitman, assassin, rogue.

malezal
In Colombia it is a land covered with weeds or stubble.  Place where vegetation has progressed spontaneously. 
Stubble, mt.  Undesirable vegetation in growing areas.  Charrascal. 

maléolo
It means it looks like a hammer.  It is one of the names of the lumps of the tibia and fibula on the ankle.

malgastar
It means to waste, to squander.  Misinvesting finances or money. 

malhechor
A person acting against the law and established standards.  Person who commits crimes.  Criminal, Transgressor,
Ruffian,, Assailant, Outlaw, Malandrín, Scoundrel, Bandit.

malhuete
Name of a Well and a Silver Mine in Hiendelaencina, a Spanish municipality, in the Province of Guadalajara, in
Castilla-La Mancha.  . 

malhumoradas
Plural of Moody.  Women or people of bad mood or bad character.  It means rabid, malgeniadas, enfadadas, dismayed,
irritated, troublesome, wild, you discontented, slip, huranas, frowning, insociables.

malianteo
It is a type of street modern music, whose roots are in Rap, Hip hop and Reggaeton.  Apologise to gangs or thugs.

malibú
It means sounds of the strong waves.  It is the name of a beach, a pond, a Creek and a town in Los Angeles, California,
United States.  It is the Sector of Los Angeles where celebrities live.  It is also the name of a song by Miley Cyrus.



malicia
It means craftiness, and intelligence to handle a situation in Colombia.  Mana, experience, wit.

maligno
It means that it is bad, harmful, that it does wrong, that it harms.  It's also another way to call the devil or demon. 

malinaltepec
It is a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  In Nahuatl language means Hill twisted.

malinche
Nickname given in Mexico to the loving indigenous slave of Hernán Cortés, who also served as a translator and
counselor.  It was also called Malinalli, Malintzin, Marina or Doña Marina.  Its origin was Mexican nahuatl.  He came to
master several languages and Spanish.  Later it was called Tenepal, which means loquacious, which speaks fluently in
the Nahuatl language.

malinchismo
It is a form of behavior in which priority is given to the foreigner.  The term comes from Malinche, nickname of the
Mexican lover of Hernán Cortés.

malintzin
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means grass.  It was also a way of calling La Malinche, Malinalli or Doña Marina, the
indigenous woman who served as translator.  advisor and intermediary to Hernán Cortés during the Conquest of
Mexico.  Another name she received was Tenepal, which in Nahuatl means she who speaks with vivacity. 

mallorca
Name of a Mediterranean island in Spain.  It belongs to the archipelago of the Balearic Islands.  A type of wine with a
mark of origin that is made from white grapes.  Name of a Spanish football team, based in Palma de Mallorca. 

mallorquinista
In Colombia it means that it protects or defends the Mallorquín Swamp.  Environmentalists who defend the Mallorquín
Swamp for its environmental deterioration.  In Spain it means that it defends the Mallorquín, a variety of Catalan, which
is spoken in Mallorca. 

mallorquín
It means that he is a native of Mallorca.  the Spanish Balearic Island.  Name of a swamp located near Barranquilla, in
the department of Atlántico, Colombia.  Belonging to or relating to the Island of Mallorca in , Spain. 

mallorquína
It means that he is a native of Mallorca, typical of Mallorca, the Spanish Balearic Island.  Language, linguistic variety of
Catalan, spoken in Mallorca. 

mallugar
In Central America it means softening, kneading, crushing.  In Colombia we say in the same sense to bruise. 



maloca
In Colombia the maloca is the typical indigenous housing.  House communal ancestral indigenous.  It is also the name
of a theme park.

maloclusion
malocclusion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Malocclusion" being its meaning:<br>It refers to the
occlusion in an abnormal way.  Misalignment of the two JAWS to chew or closing the mouth.  Bad teeth lace.

malogre
It's a maundoive inflection.  It means damaging, deteriorating, losing, wasting, spoiling, throwing, waste, aborting, failing.

malojillo
It is one of the names that give in Venezuela an aromatic and medicinal plant.  They also call it citronbox.  In several
Central American countries we call it zacate lemon and in Colombia we call it Luisa grass, lemonaria or lemongrass.  In
Argentina it is called a cedron.  Its scientific name is Cymbopogon citratus.  belongs to the family Poaceae. 

maloko
It's the name of a Peruvian clothing brand.  It has many shops scattered in several cities and especially in Lima.

maloquero
It can mean several things: person who lives sleeping and that does nothing.  Lazy.  A person who keeps locked up in
the Longhouse and leaves (indigenous).  Person who goes wandering on the streets, in Group and not do anything. 
Gang member.  Informal, ragged, rude, spoiled.  Maloqueiro (in Brazil).

malorossiya
It is a secessionist State of Ukraine, that nobody really wants to accept. Means, little Russia.

malos pasos
It means walking wrongly, erroneously. Be next to commit offences or crimes. Close to bad influences or bad company.
Haughtily, wobble. Put at risk.

malosos
In Colombia it means bad, hamsters, malandros, bad guys.  Very bad.  That they do wrong or out of the law.

malón
Surprise attack by a group of indigenous people.  felony, treason, disloyalty.  Name of a Spanish town in the Province of
Zaragoza.  Name of Argentine thrash metal band.  Name of a type of party that takes place in Chile where each of the
guests makes a contribution in kind with liquors, snacks or food.  It is also a type of miscegenation. 

malpache
It is a kind of very rustic corn, which occurs in very arid lands.  Considered one of the oldest varieties and originals of the
corn.  It is dark colored, with coffee and is characterized by very hard grains. It is also called chapalote, bad pache, may,
mayobachi, corn reventador, elotero corn.



malquerido
It means to enmity, to malquistar, to generate antipathy.  Reject, repudiate, not want. 

malqueridos
Plural of malquerido .  It means enemies, hated, loathed.  They receive or are treated with malquerence, antipathy or
disloyalty.

malquistar
It means to hate, to enmity, to reject, to repudiate.  Indisponse, generate the rejection of someone. 

malquisto
It means ill-loved, hated, to be viewed with bad eyes by the community.  Malvisto, rejected, repudiated. 

malsanos
It means that it is harmful, harmful to health.  Harmful, unhealthy and unsafe.

malta
It is the name of a Mediterranean island.  Name of an island and European country in the Mediterranean.  It is one of the
common names given to common barley.  It is also called ordium, negrillo, hordio, barley or crown.  Its scientific name is
Hordeum vulgare and it belongs to the Poaceae family.  Extract that is extracted from barley. 

malthusiano
It means reltive to Malthus or follower of his doctrines.   Follower of Thomas Malthus's economic theories.  Who
practices Malthusianism. 

maltina
In Colombia it was the name of a beer that is no longer produced.  Production began in Bavaria around 1911.  Name of
a cocktail that is made with black beer, soda or cola and cognac.

maltratado
It is an inflection of mistreat.  Effect or damage caused by hitting to humiliate another.  Action and effect of hit, hit, hurt,
hurt, punish, insult, offend, ' t wrong.  Blow, punishment, injury, pain, sore, tired, hurt.

maltyox
The Kiche language, in Guatemala, means Thank you.  It is the name of a chain of stores where personal toiletries with
purely Guatemalan seal are sold, in addition to multiple food and accessories, all handcrafted.

maluco
In Colombia means sick, indisposed or also unpleasant, broken, rotten, damaged, bad. 

malula
MALULA is the surname of a cardinal of Congo, called Joseph-Albert.



malus doméstica
It is the scientific name for the common block.  It belongs to the family Rosaceae.  Domesticada was about 15000 years
ago.

malú
In Colombia it can be the familiar and affectionate way to call the ladies of name Maria Lucia or Maria Luisa.  Nickname
with which a presenter of the Central News of Canal Caracol is known on Colombian television.  Her full name is Maria
Lucía Fernández .  Artistic name of a Spanish singer, whose real name is María Lucía Sánchez Benítez.  She is the
daughter of Pepe de Lucía and niece of Paco de Lucía. 

malvarmas
It is a Waitor language term meaning cold, that cold.

malvarón
It is the name of a street and a neighborhood of the town of Monforte de Lemos in Galicia, Spain.  The patron saint of
the Malvarron neighborhood is Santa Gema.

malvas
They are a group of herbaceous plants of genus Malva and the family Malvaceae.  There are about 30 different species
accepted, there are some 350 and there are about 250 taxa without describing

malvasía
It is one of the common names given to an Andean duck or duck dive.  Its scientific name is Oxyura ferruginea and it is
of the family Anatidae .  Tepalcate, rufous duck.  It is also called malvasia to a type of grape native to the Mediterranean
and grown in the Madeira Islands.

malvestir
It is the action of dressing inappropriately.  Wear clothes not appropriate or inappropriate for an event which was
attended by.  Look very colorful clothes at a funeral.

malvista
Relative to mauve (plant or genus of medicinal plants.  It's a word in Italian it means unfriendly, hated, incompatible,
repulsive or battered,

malware
In computer science is a malicious Virus, harmful viruses. Which affects the operation of your computer.

malzovia
It is the name of an asteroid (749).  It was named after the Russian astronomer Nikolai Sergeyevich Malzov.  It is part of
the Flora asteroid group.  Dedicated to Malzov, in Honor of Malzov. 

mama
Mammary gland.  It means breast, teta, udder, nipple, breast, bust, teresa, lola.



mama chumbi
It is a long, wide and strong, elaborate Strip with sisal and red wool, used by Ecuadorian indigenous women.  Means
strength, power.  Sometimes they have ornaments on edges.

mamagallista
It is a very common word in the lexicon of the Colombian.  Means Joker, tomapelo, teaser, humorous, mocking.  Person
who lives a happy and like makes jokes, jokes and jokes to your friends and family but quizzical manner and without
malice.

mamaguevo
The term used is Mamahuevo or Mamagüevo.  Although it is usually a vulgar and offensive term, on the Atlantic coast of
Colombia it is used to designate a very submissive, meek or docile person.  It's synonymous with asshole, dummy.

mamando
It's a breastfeeding inflection.  Outside of the common meanings, on the Colombian Atlantic coast It also means
drinking, drinking, getting drunk.  It is also very true the meaning provided by Jorge Luis and to which I would add:
excited, anxious, eager, yearning.

mamanxa
They are also called memanxas, are a few corn tarts (in Colombia tell COB or corncob), chickpeas, aniseed, sugar and
cinnamon.  Much preparing for the feast of all Saints in San Joaquin in Queretaro.

mamañema
It's a vulgar word from the Dominican Republic.  It's just like Mamahuevo.  It means he does oral sex to men.

mamarra
Want to tell big, colossal, gigantic.  This term is used in Venezuela.

mamas
Plural of MOM.  It means breasts, breasts, nipples.  It is also a form of refrerirse to mothers or mothers.  Progenitor.

mamá
It means mother, mother.  Woman who has given birth, who has given birth to children. 

mamás
It means mothers, parents.  Mom's Plural.  Women who are characterized by having children.  Midwives. 

mamboretá
It is one of the common names of a carnivorous insect similar to the rezandera or praying mantis.  The word is of
Guarani origin.  It also receives the names of santateresa, silbata, mamboretá, campamocha , tatadiós or simply mantis.
 It belongs to the Mantidae family. 

mambrú
Name of a cat.  Name of a children's round, which in the Colombian version refers to a cat that went to war (Mambrú



went to war).  The first version is French but there is a very popular Spanish version.  Mambrú is a Guna character from
a children's play by Rafael Pombo.  He was related to Miphfu.  Mambrú is also the name of an Argentine pop band.

mamelón
It means in the form of nipple, nipple or teat.

mameluco
Name given to soldiers who were part of Napoleon's army.  Solid dress, mostly to designate the one worn by babies,
although it also defines the adult fultening.  Overalls.

mamerea
It is a term used in the Eastern Plains of Colombia and Venezuela.  It means honeycomb, hive, honeycomb.

mamerta
In Colombia, a colloquial way, female member of the Communist Party.  Zappalà.  Feminine of Mamerto.  It is also a
woman's name, is of Latin origin and means Warrior, fighter.  Male version: Mamerto.  In some places it is used to
designate a silly person, of low intelligence or little skill, lerdo.

mamerto
It's a pejorative way of calling Colombia a Communist Party militant.  By militant extension of the left, rebellious.  It is
also a male name of French origin, meaning consecrated to Mamers, or which is from Mamers, a population of Loire,
Sharte Department.  It is also used to describe a person of little intelligence. 

mamey
In Colombia is an expression which means that it is very easy to make, that it doesn't complicate.  Synonym of chimbo,
easy, simple, achievable, manageable.  Fruit Mamey of Cartagena, whose scientific name is Mammea americana and
the family Clusiaseae or Guaicaramilla or call now Callophyllaceae.  There is also another mamey called tree which is
known as Zapote, Pouteria sapota, which is in the family Sapotaceae.

mamey colorado
It is a tree and its fruit, the Caribbean.  It is also known as Mamey sapote.  Its scientific name is Pouteria sapota (or also
Lucuma lower).  It belongs to the family Sapotaceae.  Colorado mamey has edible fruits.

mamila en colombia
Bottle or container with which food is given to an infant.  Bottle, bottle, baby bottle, bottle.

mamífero
Animal that in its first stages of life feeds on milk.  They are mostly viviparous except for the monotremes (echidna and
platypus).  Type of animal belonging to the class Mammalia (possessing mammary glands and feeding on milk). 

mamo
In Central America it is another way to call jail.  In Colombia and especially in the Arhuaca culture it is the title given to a
spiritual leader who is a defender of nature.  A bird in the family Fringillidae that was endemic to Hawaii and now extinct.
 Its scientific name is Drepanis pacifica. 



mamonazo
In Colombia it means hard hit, usually in a fall.  We also say baton, slug or totazo.  You can also indicate a very strong
blunt blow given with your hand or with an object like p.  E.  a club.

mamoncillo
In Colombia it is the name of a tree and its fruit.  The scientific name of the tree is Melicoccus bijugatus and belongs to
the family Sapindaceae.  It is also known as mamón, anoncillo, mojón, huaya, maco, cojoncillo, chupalotes, guaretones,
mamalón, chupones, güevillos, guayo, limoncillo. 

mamones
Plural of mammon .  In Colombia it is the same as mamoncillo.  is the name of a tree and its fruits.  It is also known as
talpa, maco, quenepa.  huaya or guaya .  Its scientific name is Melicoccus bijugatus and it belongs to the Sapindaceae
family.  In Colombia also colloquially means tired, foolish, annoying, impertinent.  

mamonudo
On the Colombian Atlantic Coast means very big, giant, massive, gigantic.

mamota
It is an augmentative of mom.  Big mom, burly woman.  mamazota .  In Colombia, it means very beautiful woman, very
beautiful woman, attractive woman.   In Portuguese it means still, sonso, slow or also amazed, shocked, stupefied,
amazed.   This term is also used on some Caribbean islands. 

mamotrete
In Colombia is a large and useless thing.  It also said Tome.  Document with many leaves, very extensive.

mamón
In Colombia it means very restless, tired.  It causes fatigue, exhausting or annoying too much, uncomfortable, annoying. 
Fastidious.

mampara
In Colombia is the name given to a dividing structure of cubicles or modules.  Screen, panel, interior partitions, curtains,
separating.  Separators of offices.

mamparas
It is a dividing structure of spaces. Cancel, gralte, or three sheets 40 door; a front and two side ) adjusted to the jambs of
an entrance door and closed everything down the roof. Fixed or movable frame with transparent divisions that serve to
divide spaces.

mampolones
Plural of mampolon.  To say loose, pendejo, maintained, good for nothing.  Person without character, of little worth, low
self-esteem, shameless, shameless.

mamporro
It means strong hit in the face.  Whack, slap, slap, slap, slap, punch.



mamuco
It means fat, obese, robust, muscular. 

mamure
It is a word meaning prosperous.  It is the name of a medieval castle in Turkey, in the province of Mersin, Anamur
district.  Liana or moorings of the cane in the constructions of wattle and daub (houses or rustic dwellings).

manaca
It is a shrubby plant belonging to the genus Brunfelsia and belong to the family Solanaceae.  They have lilac and white
flowers, they are very aromatic.  Says almost all plants of this genus Manaca or Manaca, because of its content among
others, of two indole alkaloids whose names are manacina, the manaceina.  These substances are toxic to our body,
even with them you can prepare 40 yage; combined with other herbs, ) and scopolamine or burundanga.  They receive
other names like jasmine, lavender, Lily.  Downpour. Of the many species that exist will name only best known 4:
Brunfelsia bonodora, Brunfelsia grandiflora, Brunfelsia latifolia and Brunfelsia pauciflora ( This is considered to be the
national flower of the Paraguay and there say Lily, jasmine or Manaca ) They are located throughout the Americas. It
has medicinal use in indigenous peoples and apparently used to treat syphilis and even the leishmaniasis.

manacas
In Cuba is the name of a locality, belonging to the Municipality of Santo Domingo in Villa Clara, the name of an ingenuity
and a brand of Ron.  It is also the name of a Sabanas in that same region.

manacá
It is one of the names given in Brazil to an ornamental shrub plant of very aromatic flowers.   In Uruguay it is called
Jasmine from Paraguay and in Colombia we call it Lavanda .  In Brazil it is also called Romeu e Julieta and in Perí
Chiricsanago.  Its scientific name is Brunfelsia uniflora and belongs to the family Solanaceae.

manacicas
Plural of manacica .  It was one of the names with which a large ethnic ethnician of South American Indians was known,
along with the Napecas.  They were also called manas.  They were practically extinguished during the Great Chaco War
and in the rubber tappers.  Today it is used together with manas, to designate uprooted indigenous peoples, forgotten
and without their own cultural identity and who usually no longer speak their own language.  Forgotten indigenous
peoples.

manacus
It is the genus of some endemic birds of Colombia, called popularly known as matraqueros, dancers, or jumping.  The
word means little pretty thing.  The species is Manacus vitellinus and belongs to the family Pipridae.  There are other
species that are found throughout South America, and the most common is the name scientific is Manacus manacus,
receiving the name of manaquines or jumping.

manada
Group of animals of the same species.  Flock, herd, herd, cow, caterva, fancied, troop, gang, gang, band, crowd, crowd.

manan
Inflection of manar. It means sprout out, birth, flowing, dripping, dripping, rezumar, proceed, emanate, come.

manaos



It is the plural of manao.  In Colombia and the Amazon basin is a way of calling the Tayassu tajacu of the Tayassuidae
family.  It has other common names: Pecari, zaino, pork manao, marrano mountain.  The name of a Brazilian city, port
on the Amazon (Solimões) River and Capital of the State of Amazonas.  In Tupi means "Mother of the gods".

manati
The correct term is Manatee (with accent).  It is one of the common names of a Merman mammal.  They belong to the
family Trichechidae and its scientific name is Trichechus manatus.  Also called sea cows.  It is a word of Caribbean
origin, meaning with breasts, she has breasts.  It is also the name of municipalities in Cuba, Puerto Rico and Colombia.

manavil
In Mexico it is the name of a private surveillance company.  In the Eastern Plains of Colombia very rare names are used
and there are the names of woman Manáví or Manavil They are names of woman of Sanskrit origin and they mean
daughter of man or wife of Manú .

manay
Manay is the name of a village in the Philippines of Eastern Dávao Province on Mindanao Island.  In Ecuador it is a
surname of indigenous origin.

manácata
In Mexico is a sweet dish of pumpkin with milk.  Sweet potato and milk mixture.  It also tells mingorote.  This term's
origin Purépecha, means or is used to designate any type of blend.

manbear
The correct term is mambear.  Among the indigenous peoples it means chewing or chewing coca leaves ayo.  Chewing
is a green powder of coca leaves and that mixed with ash from cecropia or yarumo mambe or ypadu.  It's ritual and
common.  It nourishes them and des gives high resistance capacity.  It is traditional is almost all Colombian ethnicities.

mancarrón
Macarrón y no maNcarron is a type of Italian paste in large and hollowed out form (elongated tube shape).  In Colombia
we call macaroon to someone tall and who is unintelligent and without dynamism (we call them big and acabachiros).  
Big and useless.  Cumbersome. 

mancebía
A group of youths or young men.  It is also used.  Although little, to nominate a brothel, a brothel.  Improper action or
incurred by boys or teenagers.


